CSE News

Fall Retreat to Cover Conflicts of Interest
in Scientific Publication
Jessica Ancker
Chair, Education Committee
As more scientific research is funded
by industry, the potential for real or
perceived conflicts of interest between
scientific integrity and monetary goals is
increasing. Conflicts of interest must be
discussed openly in scientific journals if
readers are to be able to critically assess
the effect of the funding source on the
research.
For that reason, CSE will hold a
retreat on conflict of interest on 29-31
October 2004 at the Hyatt Lodge on
the McDonald’s Campus, near Chicago’s
O’Hare Airport.
Like last year’s successful retreat, The
Journal’s Role in Scientific Misconduct,
the 2004 conflict-of-interest retreat will
allow editors to meet with peers and
experts in a variety of fields for an intensive weekend of discussions in a rural

setting. Speakers will be invited from
publishing, academe, industry, and government agencies.
Drummond Rennie, deputy editor
of the Journal of the American Medical
Association, who is helping to organize
the retreat, said the topic is timely. “The
massive increase in the proportion of
studies funded by commercial companies
with an interest in the outcomes, coupled
with the massive increase in spending
on research by commercial companies
with an interest in the design, conduct,
analysis and interpretation of these studies, constitutes a clear danger to science
and a pressing challenge for the journals
that publish these studies”, he wrote in an
e-mail conversation. If the scientific community cannot eliminate such conflicts,
then at least editors must ensure that
potential conflicts are openly disclosed,
he wrote.
That journals currently take a variety

of approaches to conflicts of interest suggests that editors have not reached consensus on the issue.
CSE’s editorial policy on conflict of
interest (available at www.CouncilScience
Editors.org) discusses some of the ways in
which journals address the topic. Many
journals ask authors to disclose potential
conflicts when a paper is submitted and
include the information in the published
article. Other journals do not publish
authors’ disclosures. Some make the conflict-of-interest information available to
peer reviewers; others do not. Some journals refuse articles (particularly review
articles or editorials) written by persons
with financial conflicts of interest that
affect the topic of the article.
Program, faculty, and registration information about the retreat will be available
at www.CouncilScienceEditors.org.

CSE Directory Now Online
The complete CSE member directory is
now available on the Council’s Web site
as an Adobe Acrobat PDF. The search
functions for the directory that were
created when the redesigned site was
launched in June 2002 are still available.
“In the past, we printed a member
directory every 2 years”, says CSE Web
editor Seth Beckerman, “but of course
it was out of date within days of being
typeset. And until the next directory was
printed 2 years later, new members joined,
many existing members changed addresses
or jobs, and the directory became more
and more out of date.”
Moving the directory to the Web site
has two benefits, Beckerman says. “CSE
will save the expense of printing and
mailing the directory every 2 years, but

more important, it will be updated every
month with the database.”
Use of the CSE directory is a members-only feature of the Web site. Once
the PDF is open, members may print the
file, save it to their computers for later
printing, or search the file. The Acrobat
icons for the three functions are displayed
on the member-directory page of the site.
In addition, members may continue to
search the directory by last name, city,
state or province, and country without
opening the PDF.
Moving the directory to the Web site
is just one example of cost-cutting by
increasing use of the CSE Web site, says
Beckerman. Earlier this year, members
voted for 2004-2005 officers by using the
site, again saving the cost of printing and

mailing ballots. “We will continue to
look for ways to improve service to members by using the Web site while saving
money”, he says.
Members who visit the Web site have
probably noticed the Amazon.com icon in
the lower left corner of our home page.
Many societies and associations, including
CSE, have chosen to take advantage of a
rewards program offered by Amazon. CSE
earns a small percentage of the purchase
price of most items if the buyer accesses
Amazon via the icon on the CSE site. So
if you’re planning to buy a book or other
merchandise from Amazon, help to support CSE by traveling there via the CSE
Web site.
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